Woolen coat
Ivory 2x cappuccino bordeaux
Embroidery:
Material:
Maintenance:

Price:
Description

oak and linden leaves embroidered by cappuccino thread
100% wool, 480 g / m, satin lining 100% polyester
Wool should not be washed, bleached. If the coat
creased while sitting, it is possible to iron it, the
maximum temperature of 150°C (recommended to
finely steam). It is suitable to dry clean at the dry
cleaners by tetrachloretene (perchlorethylene), bensine,
or trifluortrichlorethane, fluoritrichlorethane or
fluoritrichlormethane, normal procedures. Do not use drier.

11 000,- CZK

Excellent, very elegant colour combination to society for the real representation. Top
clothes, appropriate for important visit or concert, etc. Contrast lining highlights the
magic of the moment and at such time as taking off clothes.

Woolen coat
Ivory 2x cappuccino green
Embroidery:
Material:
Maintenance:

Price:
Description

oak and linden leaves embroidered by cappuccino thread
100% wool, 480 g / m, satin lining 100% polyester
Wool should not be washed, bleached. If the coat
creased while sitting, it is possible to iron it, the
maximum temperature of 150°C (recommended to
finely steam). It is suitable to dry clean at the dry
cleaners by tetrachloretene (perchlorethylene), bensine,
or trifluortrichlorethane, fluoritrichlorethane or
fluoritrichlormethane, normal procedures. Do not use drier.

11 000,- CZK

Excellent, very elegant colour combination to society for the real representation. Top
clothes, appropriate for important visit or concert, etc. Contrast lining highlights the
magic of the moment and at such time as taking off clothes.

Woolen coat
Ivory cappuccino green
Embroidery:
Material:
Maintenance:

Price:
Description

oak and linden leaves embroidered by green thread
100% wool, 480 g / m, satin lining 100% polyester
Wool should not be washed, bleached. If the coat
creased while sitting, it is possible to iron it, the
maximum temperature of 150°C (recommended to
finely steam). It is suitable to dry clean at the dry
cleaners by tetrachloretene (perchlorethylene), bensine,
or trifluortrichlorethane, fluoritrichlorethane or
fluoritrichlormethane, normal procedures. Do not use drier.

11 000,- CZK

Some woolen coats are sewn only exceptionally. They are made by combining pieces of
wool that was not enough for more pieces. Each new batch of wool may have a slightly
different shade, so from these pieces it does not make any sense to complete properly,
but exceptionally! Just this exceptional becomes a great range of discoveries and joy.
Excellent, very elegant colour combination to society for the real representation. Top
clothes, suitable for an important visit or a concert etc. Are you amazed by ivory colour?
It beautifully goes together with contrasting embroidery. Also the contrasting lining
underlines the magic of the moment at such time as taking off clothes.

Woolen coat
Ivory cappuccino bordeaux
Embroidery:
Material:
Maintenance:

Price:
Description

oak and linden leaves embroidered by bordeaux thread
100% wool, 480 g / m, satin lining 100% polyester
Wool should not be washed, bleached. If the coat
creased while sitting, it is possible to iron it, the
maximum temperature of 150°C (recommended to
finely steam). It is suitable to dry clean at the dry
cleaners by tetrachloretene (perchlorethylene), bensine,
or trifluortrichlorethane, fluoritrichlorethane or
fluoritrichlormethane, normal procedures. Do not use drier.

11 000,- CZK

Some woolen coats are sewn only exceptionally. They are made by combining pieces of
wool that was not enough for more pieces. Each new batch of wool may have a slightly
different shade, so from these pieces it does not make any sense to complete properly,
but exceptionally! Just this exceptional becomes a great range of discoveries and joy.
Excellent, very elegant colour combination to society for the real representation. Top
clothes, suitable for an important visit or a concert etc. Are you amazed by ivory colour?
It beautifully goes together with contrasting embroidery. Also the contrasting lining
underlines the magic of the moment at such time as taking off clothes.

Woolen coat
Cappuccino bordeaux brown
Embroidery:
Material:
Maintenance:

Price:
Description

oak and linden leaves embroidered by brown thread
100% wool, 480 g / m, satin lining 100% polyester
Wool should not be washed, bleached. If the coat
creased while sitting, it is possible to iron it, the
maximum temperature of 150°C (recommended to
finely steam). It is suitable to dry clean at the dry
cleaners by tetrachloretene (perchlorethylene), bensine,
or trifluortrichlorethane, fluoritrichlorethane or
fluoritrichlormethane, normal procedures. Do not use drier.

11 000,- CZK

Elegant colour combination for walks, exhibitions, trips, and representative
parts of hunts, fairs, visits as well as appropriate clothing for partners or friends
accompanying the hunting events. Contrast lining underlines the magic of the
moment and at such time as taking off clothes.

Woolen coat
Combination of 3 greens
Embroidery:
Material:
Maintenance:

Price:
Description

oak and linden leaves embroidered by green thread
100% wool, 480 g / m, satin lining 100% polyester
Wool should not be washed, bleached. If the coat
creased while sitting, it is possible to iron it, the
maximum temperature of 150°C (recommended to
finely steam). It is suitable to dry clean at the dry
cleaners by tetrachloretene (perchlorethylene), bensine,
or trifluortrichlorethane, fluoritrichlorethane or
fluoritrichlormethane, normal procedures. Do not use drier.

11 000,- CZK

Excellent combination at the moment when it is expected to come „in green“, but
very elegant! Again also convenient for walks, exhibitions, trips, and representative
parts of hunts, fairs, visits as well as appropriate clothing for partners or friends
accompanying the hunting events. Contrasting lining underlines magic of the moment
and at such time as taking off clothes. Linings are in two colours: green or brown.

Woolen coat
Green green brown
Embroidery:
Material:
Maintenance:

Price:
Description

oak and linden leaves embroidered by brown thread
100% wool, 480 g / m, satin lining 100% polyester
Wool should not be washed, bleached. If the coat
creased while sitting, it is possible to iron it, the
maximum temperature of 150°C (recommended to
finely steam). It is suitable to dry clean at the dry
cleaners by tetrachloretene (perchlorethylene), bensine,
or trifluortrichlorethane, fluoritrichlorethane or
fluoritrichlormethane, normal procedures. Do not use drier.

11 000,- CZK

Are you expected to come in green? Allow yourself the luxury to underline two
shades of green by brown which makes you feel wonderful. The coat is convenient
for walks, exhibitions, trips, and representative parts of hunts, fairs, visits as well
as appropriate clothing for partners or friends accompanying the hunting events.
Contrasting lining underlines magic of the moment and at such time as taking off
clothes. Linings are in two colours: green or brown.

Woolen coat
Brown cappuccino brown
Embroidery:
Material:
Maintenance:

Price:
Description

oak and linden leaves embroidered by dark brown thread
100% wool, 480 g / m, satin lining 100% polyester
Wool should not be washed, bleached. If the coat
creased while sitting, it is possible to iron it, the
maximum temperature of 150°C (recommended to
finely steam). It is suitable to dry clean at the dry
cleaners by tetrachloretene (perchlorethylene), bensine,
or trifluortrichlorethane, fluoritrichlorethane or
fluoritrichlormethane, normal procedures. Do not use drier.

11 000,- CZK

Do you love shades of brown and it is hard for you to choose? The coat in two
shades of brown, decorated by dark brown embroidery will always improve your
mood, in addition, these colours are practical. This woolen coat is suitable for walks,
exhibitions, trips, and representative parts of hunts, fairs, visits as well as appropriate
clothing for partners or friends accompanying the hunting events. Contrasting lining
underlines magic of the moment and at such time as taking off clothes.

Woolen coat
Brown 2x cappuccino
Embroidery:
Material:
Maintenance:

Price:
Description

oak and linden leaves embroidered by cappuccino thread
100% wool, 480 g / m, satin lining 100% polyester
Wool should not be washed, bleached. If the coat
creased while sitting, it is possible to iron it, the
maximum temperature of 150°C (recommended to
finely steam). It is suitable to dry clean at the dry
cleaners by tetrachloretene (perchlorethylene), bensine,
or trifluortrichlorethane, fluoritrichlorethane or
fluoritrichlormethane, normal procedures. Do not use drier.

11 000,- CZK

Do you love shades of brown and it is hard for you to choose? The coat in two
shades of brown, decorated by dark brown embroidery will always improve your
mood, in addition, these colours are practical. This woolen coat is suitable for walks,
exhibitions, trips, and representative parts of hunts, fairs, visits as well as appropriate
clothing for partners or friends accompanying the hunting events. Contrasting lining
underlines magic of the moment and at such time as taking off clothes.

Woolen coat
Dark and milk chocolate
cappuccino
Embroidery:
Material:
Maintenance:

oak and linden leaves embroidered by brown thread
100% wool, 480 g / m, satin lining 100% polyester
Wool should not be washed, bleached. If the coat
creased while sitting, it is possible to iron it, the
maximum temperature of 150°C (recommended to
finely steam). It is suitable to dry clean at the dry
cleaners by tetrachloretene (perchlorethylene), bensine,
or trifluortrichlorethane, fluoritrichlorethane or
fluoritrichlormethane, normal procedures. Do not use drier.

Price:
11 000,- CZK
Description: Some woolen coats are sewn only exceptionally. They are made by

combining pieces of wool that was not enough for more pieces. Each new batch of wool
may have a slightly different shade, so from these pieces it does not make any sense
to complete properly, but exceptionally! Just this exceptional becomes a great range
of discoveries and joy. Do you love shades of brown and do you long for dark brown?
Shades of dark and milk chocolate, highlighted by cappuccino and brown embroidery
will always improve your mood, in addition these colours are practical. Convenient
for walks, exhibitions, trips and representative parts of hunts, fairs, visits as well as
appropriate clothing for partners or friends accompanying the hunting events. Contrast
lining underlines the magic of the moment at such time as taking off clothes.

Woolen coat
Grey brown brown
Embroidery:
Material:
Maintenance:

Price:
Description

oak and linden leaves embroidered by brown thread
100% wool, 480 g / m, satin lining 100% polyester
Wool should not be washed, bleached. If the coat
creased while sitting, it is possible to iron it, the
maximum temperature of 150°C (recommended to
finely steam). It is suitable to dry clean at the dry
cleaners by tetrachloretene (perchlorethylene), bensine,
or trifluortrichlorethane, fluoritrichlorethane or
fluoritrichlormethane, normal procedures. Do not use drier.

11 000,- CZK

Do you like grey? Try a combination of gray and brown and you will be charmed.
A fantastic combination for light accessories! Grey is underlined by two shades of
brown, the result is chic! This woolen coat is suitable for walks, exhibitions, trips, and
representative parts of hunts, fairs, visits as well as appropriate clothing for partners
or friends accompanying the hunting events. Contrasting lining underlines magic of
the moment and at such time as taking off clothes.

Size chart

Coat

36

38

40

42

44

46

Total bustline

99.8

104.2

108.6

113

117.4

121.8

Total waistline

81.6

86

90.4

94.8

99.2

103.6

Total hipline

105

109.4

113.8

118.2

122.6

127

Shoulder length

12.6

13

13.4

13.8

14.2

14.6

Sleeve length

63.1

63.5

63.9

64.3

64.7

65.1

Back length

39.5

40

40.5

41

41.5

42

Coat length

91.5

92

92.5

93

93.5

94

Measurements are given in centimeters.
The sleeve and coat length is calculated with a tolerance of ± 1 cm.

Paletot

32-34

36-38

40-42

Shoulder + sleeve length

60

63

66

Paletot length

73

78

83

Woolen paletot
Cappuccino and bordeaux
Embroidery:
Material:
Maintenance:

Price:
Description

oak and linden leaves embroidered by bordeaux thread
100% wool, 480 g / m, satin lining 100% polyester
Wool should not be washed, bleached. If the coat
creased while sitting, it is possible to iron it, the
maximum temperature of 150°C (recommended to
finely steam). It is suitable to dry clean at the dry
cleaners by tetrachloretene (perchlorethylene), bensine,
or trifluortrichlorethane, fluoritrichlorethane or
fluoritrichlormethane, normal procedures. Do not use drier.

6 710,- CZK

Fine, emotionally warm colour combination. The woolen paletot is suitable for walks,
exhibitions, trips, and representative parts of hunts, fairs, visits as well as appropriate
clothing for partners or friends accompanying the hunting events. If you want to look
really glamourous, add to the paletot leather higher gloves. If you are interested, you
can find three colours of leather gloves (cognac, caramel, dark brown) in the icon
GLOVES. It is very beautiful to choose contrasting colours: dark gloves look beautiful
to cappuccino paletot. Contrast lining underlines the magic of the moment at such
time as taking off clothes. However, linings tone on tone are sewn as well.

Woolen paletot
Brown with cappuccino
Embroidery:
Material:
Maintenance:

Price:
Description

oak and linden leaves embroidered by cappuccino thread
100% wool, 480 g / m, satin lining 100% polyester
Wool should not be washed, bleached. If the coat
creased while sitting, it is possible to iron it, the
maximum temperature of 150°C (recommended to
finely steam). It is suitable to dry clean at the dry
cleaners by tetrachloretene (perchlorethylene), bensine,
or trifluortrichlorethane, fluoritrichlorethane or
fluoritrichlormethane, normal procedures. Do not use drier.

6 710,- CZK

Do you love brown colour? Into the brown palette you will be dressed like to
chocolate, and cappuccino embroidery will beautifully decorate you. The woolen
paletot is suitable for walks, exhibitions, trips, and representative parts of hunts,
fairs, visits as well as appropriate clothing for partners or friends accompanying the
hunting events. If you want to look really glamourous, add to the paletot leather
higher gloves. If you are interested, you can find three colours of leather gloves
(cognac, caramel, dark brown) in the icon GLOVES. It is very beautiful to choose
contrasting colours: caramel or just lighter gloves look beautiful to the brown paletot.
Contrast lining underlines the magic of the moment at such time as taking off clothes.
However, linings tone on tone are sewn as well.

Woolen paletot
Ivory with cappuccino
Embroidery:
Material:
Maintenance:

Price:
Description

oak and linden leaves embroidered by cappuccino thread
100% wool, 480 g / m, satin lining 100% polyester
Wool should not be washed, bleached. If the coat
creased while sitting, it is possible to iron it, the
maximum temperature of 150°C (recommended to
finely steam). It is suitable to dry clean at the dry
cleaners by tetrachloretene (perchlorethylene), bensine,
or trifluortrichlorethane, fluoritrichlorethane or
fluoritrichlormethane, normal procedures. Do not use drier.

6 710,- CZK

Excellent, very elegant colour combination. The woolen paletot is suitable for walks,
exhibitions, trips, and representative parts of hunts, fairs, visits as well as appropriate
clothing for partners or friends accompanying the hunting events. If you want to look
really glamourous, add to the paletot leather higher gloves. If you are interested, you
can find three colours of leather gloves (cognac, caramel, dark brown) in the icon
GLOVES. It is very beautiful to choose contrasting colours: to the ivory paletot all
three glove colours look amazing. Contrast lining underlines the magic of the moment
at such time as taking off clothes. However, linings tone on tone are sewn as well.

Woolen paletot
Green with brighter green
Embroidery:
Material:
Maintenance:

Price:
Description

oak and linden leaves embroidered by brighter green thread
100% wool, 480 g / m, satin lining 100% polyester
Wool should not be washed, bleached. If the coat
creased while sitting, it is possible to iron it, the
maximum temperature of 150°C (recommended to
finely steam). It is suitable to dry clean at the dry
cleaners by tetrachloretene (perchlorethylene), bensine,
or trifluortrichlorethane, fluoritrichlorethane or
fluoritrichlormethane, normal procedures. Do not use drier.

6 710,- CZK

Are you expected to come in green? Beautiful cut, live green and rich embroidery
make you beautiful. The woolen paletot is suitable for walks, exhibitions, trips, and
representative parts of hunts, fairs, visits as well as appropriate clothing for partners
or friends accompanying the hunting events. If you want to look really glamourous,
add to the paletot leather higher gloves. If you are interested, you can find three
colours of leather gloves (cognac, caramel, dark brown) in the icon GLOVES. It is very
beautiful to choose contrasting colours: dark or cognac gloves look beautiful to the
green paletot.

Woolen paletot
Green tone on tone
Embroidery:
Material:
Maintenance:

Price:
Description

oak and linden leaves embroidered by green thread
100% wool, 480 g / m, satin lining 100% polyester
Wool should not be washed, bleached. If the coat
creased while sitting, it is possible to iron it, the
maximum temperature of 150°C (recommended to
finely steam). It is suitable to dry clean at the dry
cleaners by tetrachloretene (perchlorethylene), bensine,
or trifluortrichlorethane, fluoritrichlorethane or
fluoritrichlormethane, normal procedures. Do not use drier.

6 710,- CZK

Do you like the colour combinations on the others, but you are not daring? Or dare,
but you do not want to be conspicuous at the particular event? Then choose green
tone on tone and finish the simple elegance by tasteful accessories. The woolen
paletot is suitable for walks, exhibitions, trips, and representative parts of hunts,
fairs, visits as well as appropriate clothing for partners or friends accompanying the
hunting events. If you want to look really glamourous, add to the paletot leather
higher gloves. If you are interested, you can find three colours of leather gloves
(cognac, caramel, dark brown) in the icon GLOVES. It is very beautiful to choose
contrasting colours: dark or cognac gloves look beautiful to the green paletot. The
smart silk lining underlines the magic of the moment at such time as taking off
clothes. However, linings tone on tone are sewn as well.

Woolen paletot
Grey with ivory
and cappuccino
Embroidery:
Material:
Maintenance:

Price:
Description

oak and linden leaves embroidered by cappuccino thread
100% wool, 480 g / m, satin lining 100% polyester
Wool should not be washed, bleached. If the coat
creased while sitting, it is possible to iron it, the
maximum temperature of 150°C (recommended to
finely steam). It is suitable to dry clean at the dry
cleaners by tetrachloretene (perchlorethylene), bensine,
or trifluortrichlorethane, fluoritrichlorethane or
fluoritrichlormethane, normal procedures. Do not use drier.

6 710,- CZK

Grey combined with ivory and light cappuccino is beautiful with light gloves and
other leather accessories. This combination explicitly encourages you to look in
the warm shade of cappuccino gently, as well as due to colder gray impregnable,
but definitely interesting and elegant. The woolen paletot is suitable for walks,
exhibitions, trips, and representative parts of hunts, fairs, visits as well as appropriate
clothing for partners or friends accompanying the hunting events. If you want to look
really glamourous, add to the paletot leather higher gloves. If you are interested, you
can find three colours of leather gloves (cognac, caramel, dark brown) in the icon
GLOVES. It is very beautiful to choose contrasting colours: dark gloves look beautiful
to cappuccino paletot. Contrast lining underlines the magic of the moment at such
time as taking off clothes. However, linings tone on tone are sewn as well.

Caramel leather gloves
Material:
Price:

Lamb leather, inside 100% silk

1 200,- CZK

Description

Caramel leather higher gloves cover forearm and are very nice accessory to the
woolen paletots.

Size
chart
Don´t you know exactly the size of your hand?
The glove size equals the circumference of hand over joints (the widest part of the
hand), i.e. at the lower ends of the third phalanges. In this position, it is measured the
circumference of the joints by a tape measure or a string later measured by a ruler.
The length, you measured, is the size of your hand.
For example: you measured 19 cm, your size is number 19. In French inches it is the
size 7 (French inch = 27, 07 mm).
French inch has been used since the beginning of glove production, size in
centimeters came into fashion later.
Size in cm

16

18

19

20

22

23

24

Sizes in inches

6

6½

7

7½

8

8½

9

Cognac leather gloves
Material:
Price:

Lamb leather, inside 100% silk

1 200,- CZK

Description

Cognac leather higher gloves cover forearm and are very nice accessory to the
woolen paletots.

Size
chart
Don´t you know exactly the size of your hand?
The glove size equals the circumference of hand over joints (the widest part of the
hand), i.e. at the lower ends of the third phalanges. In this position, it is measured the
circumference of the joints by a tape measure or a string later measured by a ruler.
The length, you measured, is the size of your hand.
For example: you measured 19 cm, your size is number 19. In French inches it is the
size 7 (French inch = 27, 07 mm).
French inch has been used since the beginning of glove production, size in
centimeters came into fashion later.
Size in cm

16

18

19

20

22

23

24

Sizes in inches

6

6½

7

7½

8

8½

9

Dark brown leather gloves
Material:
Price:

Lamb leather, inside 100% silk

1 200,- CZK

Description

Dark brown leather higher gloves cover forearm and are very nice accessory to the
woolen paletots.

Size
chart
Don´t you know exactly the size of your hand?
The glove size equals the circumference of hand over joints (the widest part of the
hand), i.e. at the lower ends of the third phalanges. In this position, it is measured the
circumference of the joints by a tape measure or a string later measured by a ruler.
The length, you measured, is the size of your hand.
For example: you measured 19 cm, your size is number 19. In French inches it is the
size 7 (French inch = 27, 07 mm).
French inch has been used since the beginning of glove production, size in
centimeters came into fashion later.
Size in cm

16

18

19

20

22

23

24

Sizes in inches

6

6½

7

7½

8

8½

9
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